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Ohio’s First City - Answers 

Scavenger Hunt for Chronicling America (http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov) 
 
Directions: Find the answers to the clues below using Ohio newspapers on Chronicling America.  Once 
you’ve found the answers, unscramble the first letters of each answer to spell the name of the first established 
city in Ohio. 
Difficulty Level: Easy 

 
 
Clues 
 

1. Of the newspapers available, the name of the paper printed in the city of Wellington. (10 letters) 
Enterprise  (Hint: Use All Digitized Newspapers tab to view a list of digitized newspapers from Ohio. 
URL: https://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/newspapers/ohio)  

 
2. The National Farmer’s Exposition was held here in 1917. (6 letters) 

Toledo  (Hint: Use the state and year dropdown menus to limit your search to Ohio newspapers 
published in 1917 and do a keyword search.  
URL: https://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn87076843/1917-12-06/ed-1/seq-8/)   

 
3. The city that the Holmes County Farmer was printed in. (11 letters) 

Millersburg  (Hint: Use All Digitized Newspapers tab to view a list of digitized newspapers from Ohio. 
URL: https://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/newspapers/ohio) 

 
4. The title of the front page article written by Esperanto in The Toiler on April 30, 1921. (10 letters) 

Revolution  (Hint: Use the All Digitized Newspapers tab to view a list of digitized newspapers from 
Ohio, and select the Browse Issues link next to Toiler.  
URL: https://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn88078683/1921-04-30/ed-1/seq-1/) 

 
5. The first name of the author who wrote the story “A Mountain Missionary” in 1895. (6 letters) 

Alfred  (Hint: Use the state and year dropdown menus to limit your search to Ohio newspapers 
published in 1895 and do a keyword search.  
URL: https://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn85038161/1895-02-07/ed-1/seq-2/)  
 

6. The weather event making front page news on March 30, 1920. (7 letters) 
Tornado  (Hint: Use the Advanced Search to limit your search to Ohio newspapers and a specific 
date range. URL: https://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn88078751/1920-03-30/ed-1/seq-1/)   

 
7. The business of “Runnels & Manchester.” (9 letters, 6 letters)  

Insurance Agents  (Hint: Use the state dropdown menu to limit your search to Ohio newspapers. 
URL: https://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn83035144/1865-08-17/ed-1/seq-2/)  
 

8. An image of this fruit is on page 4 of the Mahoning Dispatch on December 26, 1919. (5 letters) 
Apple  (Hint: Use the All Digitized Newspapers tab to view a list of digitized newspapers from Ohio, 
and select the Browse Issues link next to Mahoning Dispatch.  
URL: https://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn84028473/1919-12-26/ed-1/seq-4/)    

 
What was the first city established in Ohio? 

Marietta 
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